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	Create high-tech walking, talking, and thinking robots


	"McComb hasn’t missed a beat. It’s an absolute winner!" -GeekDad, Wired.com


	Breathe life into the robots of your dreamsâ€•withoutadvanced electronics or programming skills. Arduino Robot Bonanza shows you how to build autonomous robots using ordinary tools and common parts. Learn how to wire things up, program your robot's brain, and add your own unique flair. This easy-to-follow, fully illustrated guidestarts with the Teachbot and moves to more complex projects, including the musical TuneBot, the remote-controlled TeleBot, a slithering snakelike 'bot, and a robotic arm with 16 inches of reach!

	
		Get started on the Arduino board and software
	
		Build a microcontroller-based brain
	
		Hook up high-tech sensors and controllers
	
		Write and debug powerful Arduino apps
	
		Navigate by walking, rolling, or slithering
	
		Program your 'bot to react and explore on its own
	
		Add remote control and wireless video
	
		Generate sound effects and synthesized speech
	
		Develop functional robot arms and grippers
	
		Extend plans and add exciting features
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Cyberspace Textuality: Computer Technology and Literary TheoryIndiana University Press, 1999
Computers were once thought of as number-crunching machines; but for most of us it is their ability to create worlds and process words that have made them into a nearly indispensable part of life. As Jacques Leslie puts it, if computers are everywhere, it is because they have grown into "poetry machines." The term "cyberspace"...
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Beyond JavaO'Reilly, 2005
Bruce Tate, author of the Jolt Award-winning Better, Faster, Lighter Java has an intriguing notion about the future of Java, and it's causing some agitation among Java developers.  Bruce believes Java is abandoning its base, and conditions are ripe for an alternative to emerge. 
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Digital Photography in Available Light: Essential Skills, Third Edition (Photography Essential Skills)Focal Press, 2006
This comprehensive guide teaches all the digital skills the amateur or student photographer will need when photographing on location, written in a practical no nonsense and entertaining style     

       Digital Photography in Available Light is an inspirational guide as well as a structured learning tool for mastering the essential...
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NMS Medicine (National Medical Series for Independent Study)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		NMS Medicine, Sixth Edition is the ideal reference and review for medical students in the internal medicine clerkship. The concise, outline-format coverage of essentials, end-of-chapter USMLE-style questions, and case studies at the end of the book offer excellent preparation for the shelf/end-of-rotation exam and USMLE.
...
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Sampling Algorithms (Springer Series in Statistics)Springer, 2006

	
		This book is based upon courses on sampling algorithms. After having used
	
		scattered notes for several years, I have decided to completely rewrite the
	
		material in a consistent way. The books of Brewer and Hanif (1983) and
	
		H´ajek (1981) have been my works of reference. Brewer and Hanif (1983) have
	
		drawn up an...
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Grow Your Global Markets: A Handbook for Successful Market EntryApress, 2017

	Use this comprehensive primer to simplify exporting, discover exportable products and services, and determine and select the best target market entry alternative while ensuring that you get paid. US small- to medium-size business owners (SMEs with less than 500 employees) interested in entering foreign markets will learn how to overcome the...
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